## Submission Form

Patrimonito Storyboard Competition 2008
Climate Change and the Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Area

| Name(s) of participant(s) | Jordan Eyb
|                          | Diana Schuhmacher
|                          | Maryanne Collison |
| Age(s)                   | 13 years |
| Class / Section          | Year 7 |
| Name of Teacher          | Mrs. A. Middlebrook |
| (or Head of the organisation) | |
| Name of the school       | Dungog High |
| (or youth organization)  | |
| Postal address           | PO BOX 147
|                          | DUNGOG 2420 |
| Telephone                | (02) 923 022 |
| Fax                      | (02) 923 125 |
| E-mail                   | |

Signature: [Signature]

(this signature verifies that the work contained with this submission is that of the person/s named above)

This form should be included with the submission of the storyboard. Only one storyboard entry per submission form. Entries must be sent by mail or e-mail by no later than 22 September 2008 to:

By mail:
Attention: Kate Bowmaker
Department of the Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts
UNESCO World Heritage Storyboard Competition
John Gorton Building
GPO Box 787
Canberra ACT 2601

By E-mail:
storyboardcompetition@environment.gov.au
Patrimonite discovers that his friend, the Earth, is overheating because of global warming.

Pat hang-glides over Australia and is very unhappy with all the factories and their emissions.

He also sees that there are too many vehicles, which are contributing to global warming.

Global warming impacts on World Heritage Site by bleaching coral and changes biodiversity.
Pat calls all his friends and tells them to be more environmentally friendly.

Every one helps by putting in energy saving light bulbs.

After about a month...

Patrimonito gets the factories to use wind turbines and families to use clothes lines.
Patrimonito flies over Australia and sees lots and lots of wind turbines.

He travels through time in his solar powered time machine to..........

22000

the 23rd century!!!

Patrimonito sees that the reef has recovered from the bleaching and is beautiful again.